Towards a Rule-Based Approach to Generate High-Performance Scientific Code
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Abstract. Obtaining good performance when programming heterogeneous computing platforms (including multi-core computers) poses significant challenges for the programmer. We present an approach where architecture-agnostic scientific code with semantic annotations is transformed into a functionally equivalent one better suited for a given platform. The transformation steps are formalized (and implemented) as rules which can be fired when certain syntactic and semantic conditions are met. Rule firing is guided by heuristics which aim at capturing how behavioral run-time characteristics (e.g., resource consumption) are affected by the transformation steps. Program properties, to be matched with rule conditions, can sometimes be automatically inferred or, alternatively, stated by hand with pragmas. A tool based on these ideas is under implementation.
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1 Introduction
There is currently a strong trend in high-performance computing towards the integration of various types of computing elements: GPUs being used for non-graphical purposes, vector processors, FPGA modules, etc. As each of these components is specially suited for some class of computations, this is proving to be a cost-effective alternative to more traditional supercomputing architectures. However, this specialization comes at the price of additional complexity in hardware and, notably, software. Developers must take care of very different features to make the most of the underlying computing infrastructure. Programming these systems is restricted to a few experts, which hinders its widespread adoption and increases the likelihood of bugs. Also, portability is greatly limited. For these reasons it is crucial to develop programming models that ease the task of efficiently programming heterogeneous systems. In this context, we propose a framework for the sound, mechanical transformation of programs written in an architecture-agnostic way to versions suitable for heterogeneous platforms.

\textsuperscript{*} Work partially funded by EU FP7-ICT-2013.3.4 project ref. 610686 POLCA, by Comunidad de Madrid project S2013/ICE-2731 N-Greens Software and by Spanish MINECO Projects TIN2012-39391-C04-03 and TIN2012-39391-C04-04 (StrongSoft).
We have focused on scientific code, on one hand, because heterogeneous computing is highly applicable in this domain. This is due to the suitability of certain components to some classes of computations – e.g. GPUs and linear algebra – but also, to the high energy and time consumption of key scientific applications, an aspect where heterogeneous computing has been found to be advantageous [9]. On the other hand, most scientific applications rely on a large base of existing algorithms that must be ported to the new architectures in a way that gets the most out of their computational strengths, while avoiding pitfalls and bottlenecks, and preserving the meaning of the original code.

Our framework assumes that scientific code implements the computation of mathematical formulas and follows patterns rooted in that mathematical origin. This makes it possible to state mathematical properties associated to the code and use them to define a sound transformation process which parallels the manipulation of mathematical formulas. The underlying mathematical description is provided by the programmer as annotations in the input code. Since the programmer should be aware of the underlying mathematical foundation, this should be an easy task for her.

Rule-based program transformation is a large and fruitful area [17,18]. Our proposal has as distinguishing features the focus on scientific code and the aim to achieve efficiency on heterogeneous platforms using quantitative measures of non-functional, run-time properties to guide which transformations to apply. Also, there is a crucial distinction between systems that generate new code from the mathematical model of an implementation into a new model and then generating new code, and those which use mathematical properties to transform an existing code. The former (automatic code synthesis) has long been subject of research and usually generates underperforming code because of its generality. The latter usually requires that the initial code is in some “canonical” form. Our approach, based on chaining mathematically sound small-step code transformations, tries to avoid those problems. We briefly comment on related works in the following paragraphs, pointing out similarities and differences.

CodeBoost[2], built on top of Stratego-XT[16], performs domain-specific optimizations to C++ code following an approach similar in spirit to our proposal. User-defined rules specify domain-specific optimizations; code annotations are used as preconditions and inserted as postconditions during the rewriting process. Concept-based frameworks such as Simplicissimus[15] transform C++ based on user-provided algebraic properties. The rule application strategy can be guided by the cost of the resulting operation, although this is done at the expression level (and not at the statement level).

The transformation of C-like programs so as to optimize parallelism in its compilation into a FPGA is treated in Handel-C[8]. It is however focused on a synchronous language, and therefore some of its assumptions are not valid in more general settings. A completely different approach is to use linear algebra to transform the mathematical specification of concrete scientific algorithms [12,11,10]. Here, the starting point is a mathematical formula and, once the formula is transformed, code is generated for the resulting expression. However, the good acceleration factors over hand-tuned code shown happens only for those algorithms, and applying the ideas to other contexts – like the aforementioned reuse of legacy code – does not seem straightforward.
\( s \mapsto l \) statements \( s \) do not write into location \( l \): \( l \notin \text{writes}(s) \)

\( s \not\mapsto l \) statements \( s \) do not read the value in location \( l \)

\( s_1 \not\mapsto s_2 \) statements \( s_1 \) do not write into any location read by \( s_2 \)

\( s_1 \not\mapsto s_2 \) statements \( s_1 \) do not read from any location written by \( s_2 \)

\( e \) pure expression \( e \) is pure, i.e. does not have side effects nor writes any memory locations.

\( g \) distributes over \( f \)

\[ \forall x, y, z. g(f(x, y), z) \approx f(g(x, z), g(y, z)) \]

\( l \) fresh \( l \) is the location of a fresh identifier, i.e. does not clash with existing identifiers if introduced in a given program state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Some basic predicates used for the side conditions of transformation rules.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( s \mapsto l )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s \not\mapsto l )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_1 \not\mapsto s_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_1 \not\mapsto s_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e ) pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g ) distributes over ( f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l ) fresh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Sketch of the Approach

Our approach transforms code by means of small-step rules which come from decomposing higher-level mathematical transformations into simpler, self-contained, individually meaningful, provably correct code transformation steps (Table 4). These rules feature syntactical pattern matching and semantic conditions which determine when they can be safely fired. Then, given a program \( P \) and a rewriting rule \( r \) whose conditions are fulfilled, if \( P \xrightarrow{r} P' \) then \( \llbracket P \rrbracket \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket \): the original and the transformed program are semantically equivalent, although they may differ in their non-functional behavior. For example, rule JOINASSIGNMENTS in Table 4 removes the statement \( l = e_1 \) by propagating its effect to a later statement \( l = e_2 \) after substituting \( l \) for \( e_1 \) in \( e_2 \). In order to do this safely, it is required that no code \( s_2 \) in between reads from or writes to \( l \) and \( e_1 \). Since the application of individual rules is sound, chaining them gives also a sound result: if \( P \xrightarrow{r_1} \cdots P' \), for arbitrary rules \( r_i \) whose conditions are held when applied, then \( \llbracket P \rrbracket \equiv \llbracket P' \rrbracket \).

Therefore, a big-step transformation \( R \) mimicking a high-level transformation of the mathematical structure such that \( P \xrightarrow{R} P' \) can be decomposed into small-step transformations \( P \xrightarrow{r_0} Q \xrightarrow{r_1} \cdots P' \) individually sound and applicable in isolation. This makes it possible to treat code (say \( Q \)) which syntactically differs from the “starting point” \( P \) of a high-level transformation, either by applying \( r_1 \) to continue the transformation chain or applying \( r_0^{-1} \) (if it exists) to go back to \( P \) [7,6]. Since correct and functionally equivalent code can be written in many ways, the situation where code implementing a mathematical computation does not conform to a “standard pattern” is very common and should be treated.

Table 1 presents some of the semantic conditions necessary. Some of them are runtime properties which express read / write dependencies between statements, necessary to ensure the correctness of many transformations (see Table 4). Rules can also include a measure of its impact on adequacy properties. This measure helps in determining how applying a rule changes the non-functional, runtime behavior of the code. Whether this change is an improvement depends on the pursued goal (save real estate / reduce delay in an FPGA, increase data-parallel computation for a GPU, increase data locality in regular CPUs, and combinations thereof for hybrid architectures). For space reasons we cannot show detailed versions of these adequacy properties and how they are measured, but intuitive examples are presented at the end of Section 3.
Table 2. Properties for vector space $V$ over field $K$ with $u, v, w \in V$ and $a, b \in K$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>property</th>
<th>addition</th>
<th>external product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>commutativity</td>
<td>$u + v = v + u$</td>
<td>$a(bw) = (ab)w$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>associativity</td>
<td>$u + (v + w) = (u + v) + w$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>identity element</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distributivity laws:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>external over vector addition:</td>
<td>$a(u + v) = au + av$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>external over scalar addition:</td>
<td>$(a + b)v = av + bv$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variation of some metric quantitatively approximates the advantages of applying a given rule, and it is used to decide which rules are candidate to be applied in a given configuration. While other systems use either built-in or user-defined [7,16,4,5] static strategies, they fall short to account for run-time characteristics of the resulting code. Depending on the relative importance of these characteristics for a target architecture and a goal (e.g., is it more important to avoid data or instruction cache misses?), different fitness functions can be used.

We expect the number of rules to be large and dependent on the application domain. For this reason, rules can be written by final users with a C-like language (inspired by CTT [3] and CML [8]) and dynamically loaded into our prototype. As an example, Fig. 3 is the user-level rule corresponding to the JOIN_ASSIGNMENTS transformation mentioned before.

3 Example: Optimization of Linear Algebra Operations

We will show how some rules derived from a linear algebra identity can be used in the optimization of a simple code fragment. The use of a linear algebra example is motivated by its widespread usage in many scientific applications. We will first describe the underlying mathematical structure, operations, and associated properties and then we will apply them to transform our sample code.

A vector space [13] is a pair $(V, K)$ made up of a field $K$ of scalars and an Abelian group $V$ of vectors; vectors can be added, scalars have both addition and multiplication, and vectors can be stretched by scalars using the so called external product, which must be doubly distributive. Table 2 summarizes some of the algebraic properties of vector spaces.

Table 3 shows, on the left, the computation of $c = av + bv$ and, on the right, the

http://goo.gl/yuOIFiE
\[ c = a v + b v \]

\[ c = (a + b)v \]

```
#pragma def is_vc_space(V, [c, v])
#pragma def vc_space(V, F, +, *, )
#pragma def is_sc_field(F, [a, b])
#pragma def sc_field(F, float, +, -, *, /)
```

float c[N], v[N], a, b;
for(int i=0;i<N;i++)
c[i] = a*v[i];
for(int i=0;i<N;i++)
c[i] += b*v[i];
float k = a+b;
for(int i=0;i<N;i++)
c[i] = k*v[i];
```

Table 3. Loop fusion transformation enabled by algebraic properties of a vector space

| for \( (l=e_{ini}; rel(l, e_{end}); mod(l)) \{ s_1 \} \) \Rightarrow for \( (l=e_{ini}; rel(l, e_{end}); mod(l)) \{ s_1; s_2 \} \)
| when \( s_1 \neq s_2, e_{ini}, e_{end}, rel \) pure, \( (s_1; s_2) \neq \{l, e_{ini}, e_{end}\} \)
| l = e; \Rightarrow l = l + e;
| (SPLITADDITIONASSIGN)

| for \( (l=e_{ini}; rel(l, e_{end}); mod(l)) \) \{ s_1 \}
| when \( s_2 \neq l, s_2 \neq l, s_2 \neq e_1, e_1 \) pure
| \( f(g(e_1, e_3), g(e_2, e_3)) \Rightarrow g(f(e_1, e_2), e_3) \)
| (JOINASSIGNMENTS)

| for \( (e_1; e_2; e_3) \{ s_b \} \Rightarrow l = e_{ini}; \) for \( (e_1; e_2; e_3) \{ s_b/l/e_{ini}\} \)
| when \( l \) fresh, \( e_{ini} \) occurs in \( s_b, e_{ini} \) pure, \( s_b \neq e_{ini} \)
| (LOOPINVARIANTCODE MOTION)

Table 4. Some of the source code transformations used in the example.

computation of the equivalent expression \( c = (a + b)v \). The code is annotated by the user stating that variables \( v \) and \( c \) belong to a vector space and variables \( a \) and \( b \) belong to the field of real numbers. These annotations are internally translated into properties of the program which are matched against rule conditions. Basic mathematical structures such as vector spaces and scalar fields are internally known to the tool. We plan to allow final users to define additional structures based on previously existing ones by giving the properties of their components. Note that if vectors and scalars were not arrays and floats, but other objects implemented through an abstract data type, annotations stating which variables are elements of a vector space and which are its operations would enable the same transformations.

The rules we present have been studied in the literature [1,14] or are common knowledge. The rule \textsc{FOR-LOOPFUSION} performs a loop fusion, resulting in the code in Listing 1.1. As mentioned before, we estimate the impact of a rule by means of
metrics that estimate how changes of the code influence its adequacy properties. This particular transformation allows the compiler to schedule instructions more efficiently since the body of the fussed loop becomes larger; reduces the overhead caused by having duplicated loop control statements; improves cache locality by making previously accessed data \((c[i] \text{ and } v[i])\) in the two separated loops available in a single body, thus increasing task granularity and giving a compiler for regular CPUs more opportunities to exploit instruction-level parallelism \[14\]. On the negative side, it would restrict the possibility of parallel execution and thus it may not be selected when the target architecture is a multiprocessor.

Rule SPLIT_ADDITION_ASSIGN (producing code 1.2) does not affect non-functional properties but enables the application of other rules. Rule JOIN_ASSIGNMENTS (code 1.3) eliminates dependencies among statements and reduces register pressure. Rule UN_DO_DISTRIBUTE (code 1.4) reduces the number of arithmetic operations. Finally, rule LOOP_INVARIANT_CODE_MOTION (code 1.5) moves a common computation for each loop iteration out of the loop, reducing the number of arithmetic operations performed. However, if registers are scarce and the expression moved is inexpensive to compute, code motion may actually deoptimize the code, since register spills will be introduced in the loop.

As mentioned in Section 2, if the initial code to be transformed does not match the initial step of an algebraic transformation but can be matched by some intermediate step, our tool can apply the rule, but starting in the intermediate state. It can, therefore, start with the code in Listing 1.1 and apply the sequence of rules starting in Listing 1.2 and reach the code in Table 3, right.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a rule-based approach to transform scientific code targeting heterogeneous platforms. The transformation uses mathematical properties enabling transformations that could not be performed otherwise. Mathematical properties are provided by annotations in the code and used to apply algebraic transformations rules on the code. Metrics associated to each rule reflect non-functional properties and guide the transformation process in order to generate optimized code for heterogeneous platforms.

Note that coarse-grained bodies are not necessarily good for FPGAs or GPUs.
We have developed a prototype tool implementing the approach described. Currently the tool can transform code implementing some algebraic operations. As a future work we plan to develop more rules and metrics to target more complex scientific programs.
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